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RENT AN GUITARRENT AN Orangewood GUITAR



True to our rock and roll roots, your epic Seattle stay now includes a complimentary 
two-hour guitar rental, complete with sheet music, instructional videos and more. The 
Edgewater is thrilled to partner with Orangewood, a new generation of guitar brand 
designed for true music enthusiasts. We’re one of the only destinations where the 
guitars can be demoed, so be among the first to stay, play and strum the day away 
on the water’s edge. Below is a list of the guitars available to rent at The Edgewater.
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OUR SELECTION



OLIVER MAHOGANY
The super comfortable Oliver features a grand concert body with a mahogany top, back, and sides, 
making for a winning combination that delivers a beautifully balanced tone. This is an all-around 
versatile guitar that’s a great fit for new and experienced players alike. 



OLIVER JR. MAHOGANY
Oliver Jr. is a scaled-down version of Orangewood’s fan-favorite Oliver guitar. But don’t let the 
smaller body fool you. Featuring a solid top, Oliver Jr. delivers a bright tone, making it so easy to love. 
This mini guitar is a great fit for young players or adults with small hands. 



OLIVER SPRUCE
The super comfortable Oliver is also available in a spruce top for a versatile playing experience in 
a classic grand concert body. This is an all-around enjoyable guitar that’s a great fit for new and 
experienced players alike. 



FLORENCE
A vintage-inspired Parlor guitar, Florence sings an intimate, bright tone to make all your nostalgia 
dreams come true. Florence features a solid spruce top, a 3-tone sunburst finish, and a classic 
lightweight body made to play anywhere inspiration strikes. This is a comfortable guitar with a 
smaller-sized body that’s especially great for fingerstyle players.



BROOKLYN
The solid Sitka spruce top, gold hardware, and abalone rosette make the Brooklyn as pleasing to the 
eye as its vibrant tones are to the ear. This is a comfortable, versatile guitar that’s a great fit for new 
and advanced players alike. 



AUSTEN
With its stunning solid spruce top and bold sound, Austen is surely a show-stealer. This is a 
classic-sized guitar that’s a great fit for new players that want to try out a dreadnought guitar. 



ECHO
Echo creates an aura of luxury for the more sophisticated player with the solid Sitka spruce top 
and layered pau ferro back and sides. The warm and dulcet tones created by Echo are as much 
of a pleasure to play as it is to hear. Echo is a great fit for experienced players that enjoy the bold 
dreadnought sound. 
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